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Kowne LXXXIX

TOUEX YEAEIS LATEQ. .

Drushal vetoes visitation,
self itermiiied ctorwi iowrs
by Jeff Adair

T

J
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chairman of Campus Council, ner and one of the sections would
have been used this spring as
Drushal vetoed the proposal bercause he did not see any added test halls to see how
If It
would
mined
work.
hours
social or educational benefits
with ' sew hours than mere are was successful. It was possible
the whole campus may have had
In the present Visitation system.
town
hours next year.
out
of
Drushal has been
Campus Council has set up a
and his office would not comment
committee to study the extended
on the veto.
Also Included m the vetoed pro- Visitation hours and to see If a
posal was a pilot program for new Council proposal may fit
hours . halls. Into Drushal's idea. Kennedy
Kennedy said that a hall in Wag- - said the proposal hopefully will
be ready for the May 27 faculty
meeting, and then for approval
by Drushal and the .Board of

J

Dally ilrjainct:

The War la Cambodia Sotth Vietnam!
The Watergate Admtaistratloa
I
Knt State ii jocxaoa

J
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self-dete-

Extended visiting hours win
not be a reality this year. President Drushal has vetoed a
Campos Council proposal lengthening hours from 10 ajn. to
on weekdays and to 3
2
on weekends. Council Is studying, their proposal and plan to
resubmit It to Drushal this month.
According to- - Rod Kennedy,
-
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self-determi- ned
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'Wedding. opens
Parents W

desk or at the door. The play
will premiere Thursday night
as a dinner theatre at the Wooster Inn, then will be performed
both Friday and Saturday nights.
The cast follows:
Dede Corvlnus
Mother
Barbie Wilson
Bride
Barbara Hodges
Wife
Mother-in-la- w
Pam Sprosty
Anne Llske
Neighbor
Randee Smith
Servant
Diana Folkman
Young Girls
.

Kim Smith
Andrea Lester
Paula Cochran
Lois Sullivan
Carol Watkins
Andy Ingram

Little Girl
Wedding Guests
Beggar Woman
Leonardo
Bridegroom
Father

.

"

MarkLandls
Kralg Gibson
John Hamlin

--

Moon
Woodcutters

--

r

Scott Welngart
Rod Owen
Scott Baxter
Jon Bennett
BUI Irvine

.

-

Young Men

Directors

Peter Havholm

.

Panv Pepper

George W. White
Set
Also on Friday night, an An
CoUege Dance sponsored by
Lowry Center will be held, as
wen as the feature movie, BAL.

.

LAD OF CABLE HOGUE.
- Saturday is the big day for the
"parents, starting at 9:00 sum.,
there will be a coffee, with the
faculty and administration. Then,
at 10:30, President Drushal win
give an address entitled "A New
In Loco Parentis" in McGaw.
FoUowJng the address, parents

V.

ned

:

-

to an, open faculty
course discussion by prof essors
Robert Benson, Art, Richard
Ben, Religion, Juanlta Browne,
History, and James Rea, Speech.
Am- - the
afternoon progresses,"
parents win be treated to two'
new eventsr an outdoor bagpipe
concert, and a bus tour of the
campus by retiring alumni director, Ed Arn.
Many home sporting events,
both men's and women's, are
scheduled to fin any free time,
of
as weU as an open rehearsal
'
Wooster Chorus.
Saturday night brings varying
forms of entertainment, such as.
'a student talent show, and a
are- - Invited

;

--

-

;

-

.

". By Sue Tew
- The
fourth annual Parents
Weekend win begin with a Little
Theatre production of BLOOD
WEDDING. '. This is a powerful
play written by Spanish playwright Garcia-- Lorca and directed by Peter Havholm.
Tickets for the production are
$1.50, and may be purchased
either at Lowry Center front

'
--

ensemble concert-danc- e.
The Jazz dance Is an Innovation
this year, and the band, conducted
by Stuart Ling, promises to draw
Jazz

a large audience. Other regular
features of a Saturday night at
Woo win still be present, such
as Zeitgeist and the film.

PALLY 1 WORKSHOPS

DATJICL CLLSCHIIG

,

Trustees.

.

Kennedy said that the new proposal they win send to Drushal
win probably have the same
hours as the first idea. The
soonest (he whole campus may
experience the extended visitation win be next year.

The
Saturday

JANE FOrJDA
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.Ten weeks of campaigning by
students, faculty and townspeople
- for Brad Karan .win end
this
Tuesday with Ohio's annual May
primary elections. Karan, a
political science professor here,
is one of four candidates seeking
the Democratic nomination to
run for United States congressman in Ohio's 16th district.
The AKRON ' BEACON
JOURNAL ran an editorial endorsing Karan in Its Tuesday
edition.
The CoUege has not been Inactive In Karan's campaign. Hay-d-en
Schilling of the History
of
Department is
"
the Karan campaign along with
co-chair-

man

Bin Whltmore, faculty member of
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entire campus the following fan.

Minimum wage raised

from ..5(9:.9(9:;
hike, the minimum wage rises
to $2.00 on January 1, 1975; to
The College has Increased the. $2.20 on January I, 1976; and to
minimum hourly rate for an $2.30 on January 1, 1977.
Although the Congressional
student employees from $1.60
provided that full-tiresolution
The
per
lntrease
$1.90
to
hour.
became effective April 28 for students employed by the Institution where they are enrolled
Wooster students.
may be paid 85 percent of the
The bin authorizing the Increase was passed by Congress minimum wage, the CoUege has
and signed by the President on decided to pay the full $1.90
April 8, 1974. After the initial amount.
By Richard Klelbowlez

me

.
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Tuesday decision for Karon
By Jeff Adair
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fUDY COLLINS
HOLLY NEAK

Self-determi- ned

hour pilot programs
may be started in spring 1975
and then be an option for the

MVOfcM

the Agricultural Technical InstiOther faculty members
tute.
Involved with the campaign'
Include William
Balrd as

treasurer, Henry Herring, Ken
Hoover, and others. According

to Schilling, about 30 Wooster
students have also been active
in the campaign.
Karan declared his candidacy
in late February after being encouraged
by . several faculty
members and friends, according
to Schilling. Karan is currently
President of.the. Wayne County
Democrattc Club.
Schilling remarked that one
of the hardest aspects of the
campaign' was to take a name
with low recognition and make
it more widely known In the
three-coun-ty

district. "We ac

complished this with the help
of students canvassing the area,
and addressing envelopes. Every
known Democrat in the district
has received Information about
Brad," he added.
The committee has been canvassing the district every weekend since Karan declared his
candidacy. MassUlon, Wooster,
Rlttman and Orrvllle have been
completely covered.
of Canton and half of Alliance
have also been covered. These
are the major population centers
of the district.
The last congressman from
Wooster was John McSweeney,
who served in the 19308. Since
then, Wooster has been served
Two-thir- ds

continued on page six

...

.

William Snoddy, Treasurer and
Assistant Vice President, explained that 85 percent of $L90
would only raise the student's
wages from $1.60 to $1.62 per
hour. Since it would "be difficult to Interpret and administer,
and In fact is discriminatory to
Wooster students," Snoddy said
that the CoUege administration
decided to pay the fuU $1.90
per hour.
Snoddy estimated that the In-

crease from $1.60 to $L90 would
raise CoUege expenses $30,000

a year.

He added that there Is no
proportional across the board
wage Increase. In other words,
students receiving more than
$1.60

.

under

the old wage law

win not have their salaries automatically increased. Wages for
these students will be raised only
if their supervisors petition for

hikes and have them approved by
the administration.
Before 1966, coUege workers
were not covered at all by minimum wge laws. In 1966, coUege
students and others were brought
under the minimum wage laws,
receiving annual Increases until
they reached the $1.60 level.
Snoddy noted that. the CoUege
has not yet received official notification from the Department of
Labor on the new law, but bases
Its Information on "unofficial
government sources."
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Sorry,

has many things 'to say. sod ally unacceptable In the
In a
No, I have not "yet found "now" generation.
my path or can make a society that reeks with
and materialconfession of faith such as
appeared In the VOICE -- ism, r find it refreshing
many times I wish I could. and joyful to be able to
share with somebody whose
What is more important
is that I am searching -- beliefs and sense of virFor
perhaps now more than tue iswhotheir life.
have deep faith,
ever. It would seem the those
authors of that "practical tiie Joys of living In harmony with one's soul and
Joke" have some searchenvironment yields a fuling to do also.
fillment , h a p p i n e s s , and
Yes, I realize it was richness I wish so often
I had in my life. Is it
supposed to be a Joke and not true historically that
the spiritual "freaks" have
I'm sure it raised some been the ones who have had
greatest impact in sochuckles on one end. How- - the
cieties? And is it not the
ever, it seems to me that spiritual "freak" of today
who challenges us to rethe act itself seems to think our actions and purpose in living? I, for one,
reflect on an unfortunate need that
kind of contemmorality that Is seen all plation and challenge.

writing tiie false letter or
reading it and laughing have
grown some too... I hope

self-inter- est

wrong
letter

sol

Class of 73

cred T'

' The purpose of
tills letter is not to rebut the content of that letter, for the
format and feelings were
beautiful as perhaps only
profession of faith can be.
Yet It was not mine. Since
graduation I have experienced change, felt growth, and
reflected on many issues
relating to my faith and
the code by which I guide
.my lifestyle. But then each
person must come to grips
with himself as to what
his values are and to what
goals they guide him. And
yes - Jesus is a force that
has raised many questions
in my mind and challenged
me in how I guide my spiritual actions. But to any

person who contemplates
his spiritual life, Jesus

V

sive attitude that those who

are concerned with spiritual matters are "freaks"
and inferior - meant to be
laughed at. Why is it that

tiie people who seem to
make the deepest commitment of life itself - the
commitment of a faith to
live by - become the object of mockery. Why are
people labelled as Jesus

FREAKS, guru FREAKS,
Krishna FREAKS and so
on? in my last few years,
I remember many people
saying to me, "Remember

use Christian commitment
as slander. It seemed to
reveal a negative attitude
that there are people willing to give their lives for

the realization of a faith
and wanting to share it with

others,

f

feel a sorrow
that subjects such as religious commitment and personal faith have lost their
t
HumuBsa anaaxeusea
as tools in a "Joke".
1

In a way.

t

am

great-f- ul

the Incident happened,

for when I read "my letter"
I had to contemplate my
freak nowl" That state- own feelings and responses
ment was said in a way on the basis of my beliefs.
to cue me to react in shock As a result of that thinking
or dlsappointment..or per- I feel I have grown some
haps said to me to make and am hopefully a little
me rethink my friendship closer to finding my own
so-and--

He's a Jesus

so?

with that person.
Being path and profession of faith.
into God seems to have Perhaps those who particinegative connotations or pated in the "Joke" by

"tsrnitDiav
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Richard Klelbowtcz .
Jeff Adair, BUI Henley
Glenn Forbes

J anna Smith

Selena Crump

Pete GUdden
Bobble Brown

.Editor
Managing Editors
.Sports Editor
Office Manager

....

Pick
it
up!

Business Manager
.Advertising Manager
Circulation Manager

This newspaper welcomes signed letters to the
editor.
Letters should be typed, double-spaceand
preferably under 300 words. Address all correepondeneo
to VOICE, The College of Wooater, Wooster, Ohio 44691.
d,

Paul Kane
Jeff Bates

.

........Assistant

STAFF:

to the Editor

Proofreader

Chuc --Gaver, Jeff Adair, Stanley
Perdue, Marty Knott, Sue Tew, Kim Ruoff,
Cortnne Rodman, sue Flatte, Sue Graf and

i;aroi KreyKenDohm,

all, aesthetic-

of

ther commonly

accom-

panied by bicycling and
walking barefoot. But tha

present broken glass, a
MgaVsBtwe

AAaeVfcW

To Those It May Concern:
As a student who has
grown up in town for ten
years now, I have always
welcomed the arrival of
Spring in Wooster, rain or
not. But tills year I've
been disgusted by tiie horof the
rendous after-effeweekend. What Pm striking against are those who
.

--

First

ally, tills garbage and trash
does not enhance our campus. Would you throw this
Junk in your front yard at
home? Secondly, spring
usually brings warm wea-

fellow freak,

Don Graybill

t

around us. By intending '
I feel no hurt or insult
to use tiie complete Chrisat the forged letter I was
tian commitment in a supposed to have-writt- en.
mocking sense, the act re-- What hurts is that it was
veals itself in the pervaused in such a way as to

you-name- -it.
.

A

.

To my friends at Wooster- -I
am replying
to the letter which was
falsely written and signed with my name appearing In the Apxlll9th VOICE.
This letter which was proclaimed my aversion to
Christianity was not
sin" through my own revelations, but was meant as
a "practical Joke" by some
"friends" of mine. Yes,
Just something for a laugh
so people could say "Man-h- as
he changed." Some
people could laugh at that
kind of Joke. I cannot!
I can only think It sad mat
someone could use Christian commitment In such a
way as to mock it.
I
return to and old phrase
and ask, "Is nothing sa-

-

litter tiie grounds with a
menagerie of bottles, thus
broken glass, cans, paper,

cts

al

Honestly,

how much

trouble is it to deposit, the
trash in a designated container rather than just
chucking it on the ground

or out

a window? How about

starting to care tonight?
-

-

Thank you,
Betsy L. Bruce '77

Beep Thought IV
View from the Grape
Vine: - This is the way life

is.

Socialization.

Yes,

this is the way life is.
Doug Shaw, you are
right: Survival, as an end
in itself is terribly limiting. . My question is: Is
there more to life? Now,
Pm not Just talking of alternate lifestyles, where
freaks do their tilings
and straights do the opposite tilings, (yet both continue to keep the world in
Its terribly limiting way).
I am asking: Is there more
to human existence?. And
if there is, how does one
go about FINDING this
"more" and LIVING this

"more"?

Am I always to be terribly limited? Am I always
to be cut off from
my friends and enemies
by envy or ignorance or
self-pi- ty
(and they cut off
from me due to the same

sillinesses)? Will reach-

ing out to others always
be a nice pastime, but be
of no practical use to ALL
of mankind?' I really do

want more, Doug. I really
do. Pm tired of living Just

Jor survival's sake.

- So, Herald, you think
Pm not trying to prove anything
Pm not trying to
show Pm - a great philosopher with' insights better
than anyone else. Your

friend seemed to understand this a little.

J

reduce the opportunity for
those who enjoy these
activities.

Actually, Tmjust trying
to face up to my inadequacies as a human being.
I figure other people
might be hassling out tilings
in their heads and can use
a somewhat
and
questioning person to show
them that others are
hassling out things also.
To search and to question
is natural, normal, good,
necessary. Yes, I come
across corny but this is
the risk I take. In a
world made cruel and cold
and calculating, spontaneity and warmth and puns
and jokes and honesty do
look foolish and silly and
-"-ho-nest

show-offis-

h.

And

all-to--

of

ten ignorantly stupid. But
tills is one of the crosses
1 bear in trying to overcome this terribly limiting
world.
And It is foolish to think
that a smile might be able
to destroy the terribly
limiting characteristics of
this world. How could a
smile do anything?
A smile does more than
a bomb ever will be able
to do.
As I said Herald, Pm
of living solely for
tired
' the sake of survival,
(and
don't tell me that it Is "good
economics" to keep excess
grain stored in bins, while
thousands go hungry AND
DIE
in this world OF
OURS). This type of survival I do not need.
A smile does more than
a bomb ever will be able
to do.

C- .-

!
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The Reel World

' Don't Look

What Wid tf
3j

a ghost story. It may be aat

Bob Hethertngton

A FUNNY

mn to Death and Death meets
John Donne
me as fast

1

-

"

'

It la getting harder and harder to read a morle like yon
would a book or a play, and
that's fine by me. Recent films
hare shows a marked disregard,
for conventional plot expectations, and perhaps the
"language of the cinema" that
critics and film theorists' hare
been analysing Is finally coming
Into ran blossom,
THE STING doesn't really
hare a plot as mush as an ex- position arranged to look like
a plot; sort 'of a slide show .on
how to run the Big Con, For
a, film mat has lots of things
happening thick and fast, AMERICAN GRAFFITI seems plotless
Just the same. And In Nicholas Roeg's film DON'T LOOK
NOW, the camera truly dominates everything, the script and
each other aspect. It Is a completely visual experience.
It Is very hard to say lust

--

--

what kind of film DON'T LOOK
really Is, and I nave a
feeling It could not be translated Into any other medium and
retain Its effectiveness. The :
movie might be about telepathy,
or perhaps not, II might be
NOW

Roeg (cameraman for
THING HAPPENED. PETULIA,
FAR FROM THE MADDING
CROWD) Is saying that we exist In a world where the natural and the supernatural coexist,

and where life Is a dark labyrinth through which man ts Impelled to run towards an encounter with his demon. Don't
look now, says Roeg, but every
time" you hear or see something,
your mtad ts making connections
and conclusions from depths of

which you know nothing,
DON'T LOOK NOW begins

with the

traumatic deathby

almost too calculated. But as
the film develops one realizes
.that It assembles an the Images
which are later to grew as figments of the Imagination when
the bereaved couple arrive In
Venice. The dally life of the'
Baxters disintegrates Into confusion and anxiety. Visions and
haluelnatlons disturb
red stains appear everywhere, water and broken glass
form sinister linked chains. Intrigues and mysteries, cries and
whispers abound.
Both people are reasonable
(John being an unbending rationalist) but mere reason cannot
assuage their grief or unscramble their disorientation, as In the

--

Images,

either Juxta posed

or echoed more resonatly,

ate surging implications the red
stained glass, the red mackintosh on the girl; John Baxter
throwing a peek of cigarettes,
the. girl throwing her ban; a
glass knocked over, a stain
spreading over the slides until,
impelled by their implications,
John runs outside, too late.
At. first the sequence seems

the unsettling effect of telescoping time, but It transfers some
of the eroticism to the act of
dressing Itself. This paints
over the scene for we
realise that no matter how Intense their love or how satisfying their sex may be, John
and Laura still cannot escape
from their ordeal. The ordeal
in this case amounts to a chillmel-onch-oly

them-bleedi- ng

drowning of the Baxter's little
girl. Outside she Is playing on
drowning sequence when slow
the lawn, throwing her ban ominously close to the edge, of a motion lengthens John's frantic
pond. Inside, Donald Sutherland rescue attempt, and his animal
Is examining slides of a stained howls almost unbearable capture
glass window through a projector, the way mat terrible anguish
while his wife, Julie Christie, Is seems to stop the flow of time.
sitting quietly and reading. The Later, an eerie shot of a fan-l- ng

ing Hltchcocklan

i

PLANET EARTH, Gene
newest attempt tore-pe- at
his STAR TREK success at
translating science fiction Into
Rod-'denber- rys

ia
terms, wasn't really
good
TV movie (to put
very
a
It gently). Nevertheless, It did
show some promise as a starting point for a series.
But then, It would have been
difficult for It to show less promise than most of the things
that are actually going to be
new series next season.
Actually, despite a change of
v
networks to ABC and a new
east, PLANET EARTH was a continuation of GENESIS II, Rodden-berr- ys
CBS pilot film of a year
or so back. In that flick, scientist Dylan Hunt, then played
by Alex Cord, 1s placed In suspended animation In the 19708
and sleeps for two centuries (a
la Woody Allen In SLEEPER
and som-- unkind souls could
claim mat Hunt s adventures In
GENESIS n and Its sequel are
nearly as- - funny, more or less
unintentionally, as ADens are
Intentionally),
He wakes up to
a world where our present
civilization has been des- troyed by atomic war, and eventually winds up fighting for the
Good Guys of Pax, an Idealistic
mass-med-

V

so-cal-

'

led

outpost of advanced technology,
Bad
against the double-navel- ed
Guys of a nasty mitant race.

PLANET

EARTH

depict a whole new culture In
TV movie, but mis
an
matriarchy thing was a but too
laughably crude even tor tubular
80-mln-

S--

ge

.

lost the ability to understand

anything except war and machine-ry- ).
To find the only doctor
who can save the leader, Hunt
and his team of specialists In
contacting other splinter-cultur- es

must enter the territory'
of a matriarchy where m?a have
a status
somewhere between slaves and domestic animals.
Let cs be charitable here and
assume mat Roddenberry Is trying to support the cause of women's liberation, by creating a
reverse-analog- y,
of women's past
and present problems", rather

man indulging In an Incredibly
Idiotic sort of attack on it. He
stin blew it; I'm aware if s not

.

members of his team (a telepathic esper and a semi-savaplayed by Ted Cassldy of ADAMS

STAR

TREK'S KUngons look sophisticated. They are described as
a race of mutants who have

ute

Aayway, Hunt and the male

mean-moth-

series, and they make

F.

'

FAMILY fame) are enslaved and
mlckled with a drug which takes
an their machismo and makes
them suitably docile, while the
female Paxer of the group, played by Janet Margolin, fights her
way to a honored place In the
matriarchy and aHles herself
with the "liberals" of the so- clety (they're not for equal rights,
perish forbid, but they at least
want to xjult doping up an the
men among other- - things. It
seems to hold down the birth
rate). She revives Hunt, who
proceeds to seduce one of the
head matriarchs. Meanwhile, the
missing doctor turns up with
an antidote to the
drug, which the Fazers conspire to put In the males food
supply. This done, the men
are able to help the women fight
off an attack on the Greece, and
as the Paxers make their departure It appears that relations
between the sexes In the matriarchy win soon be on a somewhat more even keel.
continued on page five"
anti-machla-- mo

ally can say to you. Instead, I quote Thomas
Merton. Merton, a monk,
who thought Christianity
mysticism
(TRUE) WAS
and found many simlliar-itl- es
between Zen Buddhism and Christianity (oh,

before his
death, relates more to you,
I think, than I can. This
book:
comes from his

how radical!)

RAIDS ON THE UNSPEAK-

ABLE, P.

14-1-

9.

And I dedicate this

to

Usa,

One who Is not "alone,"

a simple task to convincingly

the

"Dear" Deep Thought:
There Is little I person-

Llnnea S Dr. V.,
and met.
Duane Bogart

Roddenberry's earth trek
In

and speeded up
The time-sl- ip
effect of the love scene might
be a way of affirming the Donne
line which I think Is the essence of this film the couple
run toward Death while It runs
toward them In the aueyway.
Roeg uses his camera to place
us In the same situation that
haunts John, Do the reds, waters
and pieces of glass combine to
ten us something? Our minis
puzzle over possible connections.
Moreover, we are drawn to Iden- tlfy with John by supporting his

Dear Deep Thought

stick, scarlly protracted,
suggests momentarily that the
accident which foUows (John narrowly missing death on a scaffold) might not occur,
One of the film's supreme accomplishments Is the love making
scene which Is edited to counterpoint scenes of the Baxters
dressing afterwards. The reverberations of this scene are
complex. Not only does it have

situation is basically the same,
though one or two of the more
patent absurdities are cut; the
double navels don't seem to be
around, and Pax Is no longer
located at the bottom of Carlsbad Caverns. Dylan Hunt Is now
played by John Saxon; personally
I think I preferred the more
humanistic Cord to Saxon's
er
characterization,
PLANET EARTH picks up
more or less where GENESIS II
left off , as the leader of Pax
Is wounded In a battle with some
Greebs (These smeU like the
running villains of the would-b- e

walk through

dark Venetian alleys In which
they nearly encounter a sman
running figure In a red

Dream Machine

by Wild Bin Henley

Now9?

says Phlloxenos, has not
discovered his Identity. He
seems to be alone, perhaps,
for he experiences himself
as "individual." But because he Is willingly enclosed and limited by the
laws and Illusions of collective existence, he has
no more identity than an
unborn child In the womb.
He is not yet conscious.
He is alien to his own truth.
He has senses, but he cannot use them. He has life,
but no Identity. To have an
Identity, he has to be awake,
and aware. But to be awake,
he has to accept vulnerability and death. Not for their
own sake: not out of stoicism or despair - only for
fiie sake of the Invulnerable
Inner reality which we cannot recognize (which we can
only be) but to which we
awaken only when we see
the unreality of our vulnerable shell. The discovery
of this inner self is an act
and affirmation of solitude.
Now if we take our vulnerable shell to be our
true identity. If we think
our. mask is our true face,
we will protect It with fabrications even st the cost
of violating our own truth.
This seems to be the collective endeavor of society:
the more busily men dedicate themselves to it, the

more certainly it becomes
a collective illusion, until
in the end we have the enormous, obsessive, uncontrollable dynamic of
fabrications designed to
protect mere fictitious
identities - "selves," that
is to say. regarded as objects. Selves that can stand
back and see themselves
having fun (an Illusion
which reassures them that

they are real).
Such Is the Ignorance
which Is taken to be the
axiomatic foundation of all
knowledge in the human
collectivity: in order to

as
experience yourself
real, you have to suppress
the awareness of your contingency, your unreality,
your state of radical need.
This you do by creating an
awareness of yourself as
one who has no needs that
he cannot immediately fulfill. Basically, this is an
illusion of omnipotence: an
illusion which the collectivity arrogates to
itself, and consents to
share with its individual
members In proportion as
they submit to its more
central and more rigid fabrications.
You

have needs; but if

you behave and conform
you can participate in the
collective power. You can

then satisfy all your needs.
Meanwhile, in order to
increase its power over
you, the collectivity increases your needs. It
also tightens its demand
for conformity Thus you
can become all the more
committed to the collective
illusion In proportion to
becoming more hopelessly
mortgaged ; to collective

power.

How does this work? The
collectivity informs and
shapes your will to happiness CTiave fun") by presenting you with ir-

resistible

Images

of

yourself as you would like
to be: having fun that is
so perfectly credible that
continued on page five
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We

are Wooster
then,

By Chuc

joining a section fall p.: snowfall, and du st
buiM-u-

girl's club, being blatantly

"See Spot run."
One looks bard for an
archetype. Who best personifies TTWS (The Typical Wooster Student)? Who
alone possesses the academic range (or lack of it),
the social scope or lack of
it), the cordial charisma
(need I say moje) that is:
tiie Wooster product?
Who

is representative?

independent, or enrolling
as an apprentice in one of
those many caustic cliques

evade WEBSTER'S, as well

as

FUNK

AND

WAG-- N

ely

empathetic eye.
andor contemptuous
Bic Clics and Big Red Housing Histories Galpin
pens are very "Wooster", has compiled on us.
especially when accom- Typical case histories
panied by spiral notebooks nf woosterism include
with cardboard dividers. nightmares
about being
WATCH BANDS are Woo- buried in junk mail,
Oh! I know everyster.
about Food Service
body in Orrville has them deciding to serve steak
too, but here kids special- April 30th after you've
ize in that tooled leather signed up too fast, and genbrand that tries very hard eral paranoia about rain
day-ma-

res

(even
Buckeye
Mart
features an entire line for
hand-ma- de

under five dollars).
Now that it's ratherun-Woost- er
to be radically
chic or politically promiscuous, intramurals are

"IN".

And everybody who

is the least bit Wooster"
is into intramural softball,

intramural

volleyball

g,
inintramural
tramural bad mitten, intraping-pon-

mural candlemaking and
.intramural sunstroke.
Not only can the word
Wooster take on an adjective's position, but it is
also an active verb. To

"Woosterize" someone Is
to buy them a college
at the bookstore
(then tell them ifs tacky
to wear it on campus).
get their hair cut at
T-s-

hirt

"Larry's", and purchase
.handfuls of gorgeous plants

at Peter Hilty's greenIf one is not
house.
thoroughly Woosterized by

A

P.S.: BYOI (Bring your
;
Own Intimates)
Now, SURELY, It hasn't
COME to this yet.... but

cure for "Wooster-

ism" has not been located.
But plenty of "research"

that spark campus atten- Is being done: (I.e.)
Anonymous Invitation
tion now and then may fin- -ish the job.
This brings one to the You are invited
third and last grammatic
to an intimate
stage: WOOSTERISM.This
gathering of intimate
word is a variety of friends being intimate '
'
static noun, guaranteed to with each other's

ALL'S.
"Woosterism"
The disc jockey of the most cannot be concretely decampus radio fined in conventional dicpopular
show? Too small a sam- tionaries because it is
ple. The straight B always in flux. It is a
student in the beginning persistent but flexible state
Too of being:
chemistry course?
much like a
large a sample. What about childhood disease. Those,
the president of the stu- who are avidly afflicted
dent body? I don't remem- with Woosterism are those
ber who that is any more.. most likely to qualify as
No. None of the above TTWS's
(Those Typi- is the most correct answer, cal Wooster Students).
No one person is typical
These cases manifest
of the Wooster mind, spirit, a severe
schizophrenia,
heartache, etc.... We are and patients begin telling
Wooster. All of us.
professors that they "just
And, we are here each san't get that paper in on
day - and at least every time" because they've
other weekend - being sort "just been too busy", while!
of .... well.M.being very over drawn-O- ut
dinners
"Wooster"!
If 8 difficult they whine to friends:
to imagine that word as an "there's NEVER anything
adjective. It gets less dif- - to do on this campus!"
We may not do well in
ficult to do so the more
one thinks about it, and it History 3998 bur ought to
gets downright damn easy receive a full credit for
when you begin to look our I.S. length Hygeia His-closat others with an tories, and the voluptuous

to look
though -
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four

''
"

as' a friend of mine
fond of saying: 'You
never - know, 'Things

then

is
--

:

"intimates"

(date, place, time)

terism is suscepticility to
hearsay. As well as:

.

happen".'
And, after all, rumor
has it that: rumor has it:
that rumor has it: THAT

1) "sleeping" too much
2) eating too much
3) being "too much"

Which

is-w-

this

hy

men-

-

tal exercise will be cut
--

short. "Woosterism?" V

Good God! I think I've got

THE RUMORS HAVE IT!
Another symptom of Woos

It!

'

.

'Happy9 homosexuals
...

onym: happy:
THE QUEEN'S VER-

NACULAR

by Bruce Rogers
On the average of two
nights a week, the Gay

Women's "and Men's Peer
Counselling Group from
Ohio State University has
been giving speaking en-

Their idea is

to educate people. They do

it very well.
.The first lesson that the
Peer Group People teach
involves their physical
persons. They do not fit
any one stereotype.. Although all four speakers
were white that is about all
they have in common.
is

a long-hair- ed
slender woman who resemSue

-

bles the

well-re- ad

Shulamith

feminist

.
Firestone.
Patrick appeared as if he'd
just stepped out of Haigh- t-

STANTLY REFERRING TO

waist-leng- th

AND
loosely dressed. "FAGGOTS"
and "DYKE S" ON THIS CAMDiane was heavy-s-et
PUS ARE ONLY BROADsported a coca-co- laScot-t- CASTING"
THEIR
hair,

"gay: 1. one who is
synhomosexual.

gagements.

-

Ashbury

By Chuc

repairman's jacket.

OWN-SEXUA- L

ie

looked like West Village

New York:

Susan and Patrick and
Diane and Scott explained
that most of the counselling
was done over the telephone, and that they would :

sculpted hair,

clipped beard, rings, body
shirt, boots and sandalwood

oil.
Despite their differences
they agreed on many things:
1. They probably were unique from a lot of gays be- cause of their interest in
speaking to audiences that
included straight (heterosexual) people.
2. The term "homosexual"
is much too limiting because gay relationships are
not localized - to erotic
zones, but include emotional and mental contact and

rather

:

BiSEXUALITY

bisexuals.

?

"Ideally," said

Susan,-"th- is

would probably be the
best state. But what commonly occurs is that bi-

.

sexuals have the capacity

to oppress
A

'

both sexes."

person they

declared-wh-

o

is really bisexual
probably . has it tough in
this polarized society because bothV gays 'and
straights are hostile

--

.

.

Those who are apt to be
most hostile to gay people
are the ones who are most
insecure about their own
sexuality. .. THEREFORE

and-suspici- ous

.4.

ARE CON-

audlec-

One of the first questions
dealt with their opinion, of

3. Gay people are oppressed severly by society -- few
'
states have yet to give gays
full civil rights, and

WHO

answer the

ience's questions than
ture to us.

respect.

THOSE

PS!

HANG-- U

:.

of them.

HOMOPHOBIA

.

There are two types of

oppression against gays,
the group explained.
One is outright aggression from those who feel

-

-

insecure about their own
manhood or womanhood and
die other is a liberal guilt
trip expoused by people who
pity gays and "want to make
up, for it", without really
doing anything' about it, I.e.
changing laws or opening up

'AaltoV at Art Center
A

photographic exhibition

af-

Finland's leadro ajor designs
ing architect, Alvar A alto, win
be on view at the Art Center
toy

Museum

22.

from May

5

-

to May
,

Alvar Aalto, born 1898,
the American Institute
of Architect's 1963 Gold Medal,
the highest honor that the Institute bestows. His achievement
Is not limited to the field of
architecture. He has also contributed to Interior decoration,
furniture and textile design, and
regional and town planning. Most
of the photographs, both black
and white and color, are by G.E.
Kidder Smith, who also wrote the
Introductory text and explanatory
captions ani designed the layout
of the panels.
Mr. Smith, wtnner of the AIA
1963 Architectural Photography
re-cel- Ted

panels
Medal, was commissioned to do at Selnajokt. '. Thirty-tw- o
this project specially for ihls present 11 structures ."In detail
exhibition In which many - new through photographs, text, and
and exciting views are published plans and sections. Among these
'
for the first time. The show, designs are the Library, Vllpurt;
generously underwritten by the Cellulose Factory and Housing,
Graham Foundation for "tranced Suntla; : Town Hall, Saynatsalo;
Studies In the Fine
Church, Ima'ra;
Is Vuoksenniska
being circulated natlona.. hf . Louis Carre- - House, B&zoches,
the Smithsonian Institution Trav-ell- ng France; the new cultural center
Exhibition Service and Is and Lutheran Chur-- a, WoTlsburg,
and the apartment
sponsored by the Em?; assy of Germany;
house, Bremen, Germany. One
Finland.
panel Illustrates some of AaltCs
Following, the Introductory furniture and light fixture destgns
and the final panel shows the
test, three panels cover briefly Imatra Town Plan.
The essence of Aa!tos architen of Aaltos buildings. Includtecture lies In his concern for
nature and his regard for man,
ing the Sanatorium at Palmlo, r who Is the center of his
archithe VlUa Malrea, the Teacher's tecture where the rational and
functional are reconciled. Aalto
College at Jyvaskyla, and --the
continued on poge six ;
.
Lutheran Church and Town HaH

jobs.

-

--

,-.

CLOSET CASES

'.

-

r

Gays, unlike Blacks, r
Chicanos, and women, are
able to hide the sources of
their oppression. This
"

"Invisibility" as Jthe group

called it' has been detrimented. Susan explained:.

through high
"I went-a- ll
school not knowing any other gay people. One day I
read that 10 of Americans- were homosexual so I
started counting down the'
rows in class and decided '
every tenth person was just
.

1

like me."

-

continued on poge five

v
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SomeMapptfhom
.. .

for two years.
Sue freaked out over having her cover blown U
thought I was so CARE-FULbut she was able
to establish a really solid

Patrick told ofhis having

to go 'through the

r

Vietnam-wa-

"undetected 'because:
"The army in Vietnam was
no place to be gay!'
Vietnam Is not the only
location where' gays are
oppressed. Ohio permits
sexual acts between
- senting adults but guaran- -'
tees nothing in the way.of
civil rights in employment
or housing. Columbus does
.-c-

on-

.

.

Bear Deep Thought

anti-discrimina- tion

regard to

clause in

- continued from page four

housing and public accomo- '-;'
-

dations.

But, in a majority of
fAmerican
states gays are
--

--

NATURENURTURE

'"Nobody

".

"

knows what

.makes you gayJJScottre-- ..
8 ponded to a . question. .

"And nobody should care,"
Susan added later.
Most of the Peer People
seemed to believe it was

.

full-blo-

environment, but, as Sue
You begin to
explained,
believe it's because you '
"
have a strong mother and
weak father until you discover that three of your
best straight friends grew-uin the same parental
--

-

p

setting.",.;

The group was appalled
at studies that were done
on institutionalized homosexuals and then expanded
to include all gays. "It's
like taking a sample of 20
neurotic and psychotic
r straight people and saying
they represent all hetero-sexual-

:

sl"

COMING OUT

Susan told her parents
she was gay before she left
for Columbus. Her mother
exclaimed calmly: "I've
.

MORE ON

.Don't look now

.

.

power
It was
after all not in the city,
but in ourselves.

Roddenberry's trek

ry

'

.

error."
And where is the
of error? We find

.

-

".

continued from page threw ' skepticism aboat the telepathy of
; the weird sisters wtio say they
hare seen his daughter, and perhaps even with his atheism. It
Is all right tor his wife to cling
to those things, but he cannot
. follow
her when she goes to
see the sisters, or appreciate
the cnurch she prays in. While
she 'lights votive candles, he'
pUys with the light switch. The
church he Is trying to restore
may be an emblem for his soul.
Its gutted interior and scarred
walls enclose a dead orthodoxy
whose former consolation lingers
in the memory like his dead
daughter.
But his resistence to tbepos- slbillty of the occult and the re- , fasal - to acknowledge, his own
second sight are not Just common
atheism: there are also" severe
psychological defenses and conflicts. The most obrtous Is
guilt, pointed up rather crudely
by Laura's lln about John glv- ing the little girl permission to
play near the pood. He blames

lib-dera- ted

--

:

-

wn

---

the three kinds of illusion
offered him in his temptation (security, reputation
and power) can become also
our own truth, if we can
only accept it. It is offered to us also in tempta"You too- - go out
tion.

into the tiesert," said Phlloxenos, "having with you
nothing of the world, and
the Holy Spirit will go with
you. See the freedom with
which Jesus has gone forth,
and go forth like Him - see
where he has left the rule
of men; leave the rule of
the world where he has
left the law, and go out with
him to fight the power of

I

.

:

what the word GAY was
intended to mean.

"

"

.

And
suppose,
would
is
mat, one

p.s.

plative must assume the
universal anguish and the
inescapable condition of
use."
mortal man.. The solitary,
Now, since all things
- have their season, there
far from enclosing himself
a time to be unborn. We In himself, becomes every
must begin, indeed, in the man.. He dwells in the
social womb. There is a solitude, the poverty, the
indigence of every man.
time for warmth In the colIt is in this sense that
lective myth. But there is
also a time to be born. He the hermit, according to
Imitates
is spiritually "born" Phlloxenos,
need, who
another
in Christ, God
identity is
For
Christ.
a
mature
as
which then calls for a stilT
the enclosing takes to Himself the solimore credible and more" womb from
tude and dereliction, of
of myth and precostly refinement of satisHe learns to think man: every man. From
judice.
faction, which again fails for - himself, guided
no the moment Christ went out
you. The end of the cycle longer by the dictates of into the desert to be tempt is despair.
and by the systems ed, the loneliness, the
Because we live in a need
processes designed to . temptation and the hunger
and
womb of collective illusion,
create artificial needs and of every man became the
our freedom remains aborloneliness temptation and
"satisfy" them.
then
tive. Our capacities for
can
hunger of Christ. But in
emancipation
This
joy, peace, and truth are take two forms: first that return, the gift of truth
never liberated. They can of the active life,, which with which Christ dispelled
never be used. We are
itself from en- MORE ON
prisoners of a process,. a liberates
to necessity by
slavement
dialectic of false promises ' considering and serving the
and real deceptions ending
needs of others, without
In futility.
of personal interest
thought
.
'.The unborn child,' , or return. And second, the
continued from page three '
says , Phlloxenos, "Is alcontemplative life, which
ready perfect and fully con- ' must not be construed as STAR LOST and the Intentional
stituted in his nature, with an escape from time and Inanity of LOST IN SPACE. But
all his senses, and limbs,
matter,, from social re- the concept Itself exploration of
but he cannot make use of
sponsibility and from the the variant cultures that might
them in their natural funclife of sense, but rather, grow up among the ruins of a
tions, because, in the
as an advance into solitude shattered civilization is sound
and the desert, a confron- enough. If PLANET EARTH were
sotation with poverty and the" to become a series, more
Rodden-bera"
phisticated
than
writers
of
void, renunciation the
himself (maybe even bona -empirical self, in the pres-.
SF
fide
authors such as STAR
ence of death, and nothingemployed)
TREK
occasionally
himself, a natural response, but
overcome
ness, in order to
might perhaps be able to explore
one a rationalist like' himself
error
and
ignorance
the
cannot accept. By rejecting outmere vuccessfuUy. And even
that spring from the fear Itat worst
right the prophecies of the siswen, that worst could
nothing."
The
"being
of
ters he alienates himself from
hardly
worse then anmuch
be
man who dares to be alone
his wife, and his scorn for his
law'n'order
saga,
other
come
see
the
mat
to
can
own
ff
be perceived as
or cheapjack sitallows no interference
In
of conscious doubt.
theory such a good time
can be so convincing that
you are no longer aware of
even a remote possibility
that It might change into
something less satisfying.
In practice, expensive fun
always admits of a doubt,
which blossoms out into

still HAPPY people.

womb, he cannot strengthen
or. develop them for such

it

."

not even legal people!

,

family understanding.
Scottie wasn't so lucky - .
it was his PARENTS who
freaked out when the cover
came off five months ago,
but gradually the situation

LEGAL CASES

cause in the Truck Stop
they demonstrated something essential: that despite all the aggravation
they encounter every day
of their lives, they are

erable speeches they were
feeling "burnt out", Diane
Following the' speech a said she felt "spaced out",
group of us escorted the and Patrick complained he
speakers to Mom's where had to go to the bathroom
they confided that Wooster the whole time. We laughwas one of the most reed. In fact that jovial hour
spectful and receptive audin Mom's was more worthiences.
while for myself than both
Over yogurt and root the informative hours spent
beers Scottie and Susan during their speeches in
Mateer Auditorium. Be
explained that after innum
ENJOYABLE-ENCOR- E

1")

!

have an

is improving.

known

continued from page four

--

WAL-TO-

ESP-ca- n

his ' means of coping with his
guilt. But. his scorn only intensifies his guilt, for he knows
that had he acknowledged his
gift when It signaled him of his
little girl's danger he might hare
reached her in time. From
this is a short step to want- -,
lng reunion with her, a wish that
his unacknowledged drives toward punishment and atonement
turn ultimately into a death wish.
His final yielding to his sec- -.
ret yearnings trigger the end
of the film. His earlier premonitions a black gondola with
Laura and the women on it, re
being fished out of a canal
that resembles her he mistook
for anticipations of her death.
Actually, they foretold what he
unknowingly has been .seeking
flg--u-

"emptiness" and "usefulness" which the collective
mind fears and condemns
are necessary conditions
for the encounter with
truth.
It is in the desert of
loneliness and emptiness
that the fear of death and
the need for
are seen to be Illusory.
When this is faced, then
self-affirmat-

ion

anguish is not necessarily
overcome, but it can be
accepted and understood.
Thus, in the heart of
anguish are found the gifts
of peace and understanding:
not simply in personal illumination and liberation,
but by commitment and

enmathv. for the contem- -

NS

rip-o-

uation comedy.
Which Is about what we're
getting next fall. Incidentally.
But at least, for once the shows
being axed this year are mostly
genuine turkeys, except for
NBC's funky Western detective
HEC RAMSEY. Such shows as
the magician, the girl with something extra, DIRTY SALLY, THE
S,
CHOPPER ONE,
COW-BOY-

FTREHOUSE AND THE BRADY

and PARTRIDGE CLAN will meet
the fate they probably deserve.
And a combination of Watergate
and low ratings, finally did in
THE FBI.
As for the replacements; wen,
THE LITTLE HOUSE ON THE
PRAIRIE and THE NEW LAND

.

win attempt to do for Western
pioneer famines what THE
did for Depression Virginia families. THE RANGE Ks
wiU do for the Forest Service
what ADAM -- 12 did for cops and
EMERGENCY
did for paramedics. POLICE WOMAN wlU
do for police women what God
WAL-TO-

NS

wouldn't want to know how many
shows did for police men. CHICO
AND THE MAN sounds like it's
going to do for Chicanos what
SANFORD
SON
AND
did
for blacks.' IN TANDEM will
do for truck drivers what THEN
CAME BRONSON did for motorcycle riders. BORN FREE will
do for lions what LASSIE did
for dogs and GENTLE BEN for
bears. PLANET OF THE APES
win do for apes the same thing
as those movies did, presumably. And Sonny Bono, God help
us all, win attempt to do for
himself what
Cher did
for him, on his own solo show.
ex-w- ife

And, in a burst of idiocy
even for TV programming
executives, the powers that be
at ABC-T- V
have shifted KUNG
FU (which Incidentally Improved
considerably during the latter
part of this season, for those
of you who quit watching it during the poorly-writtearly part)
from Thursday to Saturday night,
where a large part of its vast
student-typ- e
following will be unable or unwilling to follow It.

un-ua- ual

en
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Art Center features A alto architecture show

continued from page four
U deeply Influenced by his native
country, where the - undulating
landscape Is accented by rock
out cropping and almost entirely
covered by straight, pole-litrees. His facades proceed from
the ground as stepped foundations, which rise and fall according to the terrain, adjusting both
to the building's Interior's func- -

tlon aiid the external land contour,
horizontal emphasis Is Juxtaposed to a vertical subdivision
given by the trees, as evidenced
In the Villa Malrea, the housing
at Sunila, the Town Hall at
the church at Imatra,
and the Carre House, In
Bazoches.
Aaltos buildings: express a
freedom of form, forms often
found la nature, forms that mirror the structure's purpose. He
was one of the first, aloogvwlth
Frank Lloyd Wright, to break
away from the
ed
ric
cubes of the pre-w- ar
International style originated by
Le Corbuster, Groplus, and Mies
van der Robe. Organic forms
and natural materials of his
native land
wood, copper, and
are used almost exclubrick
sively and lend a sense of warmth
and soberness as wen as elegance
A

lo,

Say-natsa-

ke

.

white-skinn-

geo-met-

less rigid and confined and more
private than Is customarily found
In a city apartment building.
Aalto never Insists on perpetual
Innovations, yet his designs are
not monotonous. Mew versions
of old themes recur throughout
his work the undulating wood
strips of, ceilings and walls, the

and refinement to Aalios build

ings.
Aalto does not sacrifice the
natural and human for the sensational and majestic. His exteriors are often undramatlc,
though
they possess rugged
strength and originality. He Is
at his best when creating small
and

medium-siz-

ed

levels.
. .

...
It.
mlbic concern wita
AUri
nature as an asset and generator
J

m.

of design allows .a freedom of
-- .
A
AV.
l
aaa A.
10 uie
lorm ana nuctruu
uh
variety of his work. Further,
he deals with the essence of the
purpose of the building, which can
be recognized for what it Is. A
church is unmlstakeably a
celling ports for lights, the church, a factory is. a factory,
s
and an apartment building
Is
sunken reading room, the stepped Just that, a reading room Is a
quiet place. In the same way,
his living rooms are planned
from 'the tnstde; they are liveable. HI bnUdlrm settle Into
and are in harmony with the"
surroundings. Here man and
nature are unified.

structures In

the countryside, though In the
apartment bouse In Bremen he
succeeded In making the rooms

...

MORE ON
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but that most of the support
came from a large number of
co-o- p
by various congressman not from the faculty and administration
the Wooster area, such as John on campus, several students, and
Ashbrook (R --Johnstown), and the townspeople.
Karan has been
es
district's current representa- endorsed by the
tive, Ralph Regula (R --Navarre). Labor Council of "the AFL-CI- O.
The Karan organization has
1 expect a very close election,
raised around $12,000 through but I expect Brad to win," said
This Monday night the Wooster
contributions for the campaign Schilling. No polls have been ' Community Store (record co-o-p)
as of April 25. Out of 173 conducted In the area to see took another step In defining its
Individual contributors, 62
how the. people are reacting.
place on campus and In society
Individual contributors, 62 gave
Three others, an from Stark . at large. The staff voted by a
donations under S10and several County,
are running against more than
ds
majority
were for only one dollar. Only Karan to receive the nomination.
to affiliate with the Industrial
eight gave more than $100.
They are Virginia Beck, North Workers of the World (IWW) as
'.This has been very much a Canton; Jim Irwin, Louisville; a union shop. This does not mean
citizens campaign," said and John Freedom, Canton. The that every staff member win be
Schilling. He added that Karan winner win run against the wina
member, as
received some support from me ner of fiie Republican primary aV closed shop idea was felt to the
be
Wayne County Democratic Club, the general election in November. contrary to co-principles. But
- It does Indicate that the shop as a
whole Is in accordance with IWW
principles and supports mem In
Its activities.
The IWW was formed in 1905,
with
the purpose of organising
byMarkMorey
all wage earners .Into one big
Campus Council met Tuesday afternoon, April SO, to discuss union of file working class, feel
ing that the splintering of workers
several matters.
The ISC evaluations of hen week was the first Item before Into different unions greatly de- creased their effectiveness In
Council. ISC President, Dave Foy, presented to Council the evaluof the activities and procedures of winning demands. Although the
ations, which gave a run-doIs not a collective barthe recently hen men's hen week. Ken Plusquenee then moved co-- op
that Council accept the evaluations with the understanding that gaining unit, it feels that its
Council, after reviewing them, discuss them next week. The motion policy of workers control and
fit
structure is in keepcarried
As the second item of business, LCB Chairman Larry Kurth ing with IWW tradition. It Is
ps
presented to Council the new revised LCB constitution, Kurth one of several
and colurged that Council members carefully review the proposed document, lectives to Join the IWW including Bread and Roses Records
and then discuss it at the next meeting.
The third item of business concerned the presentation of the in Washington, 43.C., and the
Wooster Womens Aniance's charter. Joanne Van Schalk presented Champalgn-Urba- na
Alliance recin Champalgn-Urban- a,
the charter to Council. She also briefly outlined the basic purposes ord co-of the dub, such as sponsoring lectures and discussions on campus. Illinois.
The IWW members In the co-Council then held a discussion about several aspects of the club,
such as membership. Larry Kurth then moved that Council accept
un.uT
ness was largely broken in World
0)
the charter. The motion passed.
Rod Kennedy, brought up the last Item of business by asking War I, and even today Is doing
what the status was concerning the salaries of
Council ' very little organizing, Nonethe- -'
members. Apparently last quarter SUA voted to cancel these salaries. less they feel that the One Big
Council held a discussion concerning this, but were unsure of the idea is as valid now as ever,
and for that reason brought the
situation. SGA President, Carlos Singer urged that the
question of affiliation before their
Council members should go to SGA concerning this matter.
fellow co-- op
workers. "It is
more an educational filing than
anything else." thev admit. hnt
no less valuable for thai, We
also feel It win help the co-One Horn Cleaning
clarify Itself In relation to tat
A
Mi
profit-oriententerprises we
Until 4
n myt
Daily
up against,
are
Shirt Service InclatfW
A leaflet Is being prepared by
the co-which win explain In
booster's 0r3 Hkj Clccncr's
further detail the
policies
1855 BaalLCalleaa Hills Snopplna Center
and services. Also, anybody
Next to Soars
wishing more information on the
Pkoae:
..
1
.
IWW Is Invited to write to the
local IWW, box 2181, eo campus
mall, .

contineed from page one
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MARRIED STUDENTS!
OPEN WED. 12 to 6
SAT. - SUN. 12 to 4

WOOSTER TOWERS
taking applications for 1, 2, and 3 Bedroom
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From $128 including utilities.
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Scot baseball&rs split doubleheader with
Baldwin-Wallac- e
wins first
3
Wooster scored twice In the
third with Hopkins and Zelters
scoring on a double by Mark BulTh Wooster Scots hosted rival
lock who had 3 RBIs for the day.
Baldwin Wallace" Saturday and
In
the 6th Inning rtghtflelder Don
fought to a -1 split. The Scots
knocked la Porr and
Beckett
a
battle
in
cam
lost the first
score Wooster's two
to
Zelters
that was closer than the score,
The game ended as
runs.
final
-cam
back
They
3 8, Indicates.
manage. to score
BW
couldn't
to win the second gam 5--3 led
again.
by the strong pitching of Junior
The split with BW sets WooGrant Relic.
Dave Gorsuch got on base on a ster mark at 4- -4 In the division
fielder's choice and scored on and 6- -n overall. The Scots
Innings
the
la
BW had 3 big
a powerful double by third base face Ohio Wesleyaa here Saturtwo
They
game.
scored
man, Rick Hopkins. This was day at 1:00 when they hope to
first
runs In the 2nd, 3 In the 3rd, the last of Wooster's runs as Improve their record la front of
3 In the 4th and then were held
the inning quickly ended and so a big Parents' Day crowd.
did the game.
httless and scoreless the reThe second game was a differ- - j
mainder of the game. Losing
ent and much happier story as I
pitcher Frank Ptak was responsible for 5 runs as he had his pitcher Grant Relic snapped a I
first taste of defeat in the season. personal losing streak to win
j
his first game of the season. j
Bullock.
The- Scots threatened
In the 4th inning when they loaded
the bases with no outs. However,
they couldn't capitalize on this
opportunity.
They didn't score
again until the final Inning when
Dan Taylor doubled and was hit
home by designated hitter Porr.
-

By Bambl Mosenthal
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Mike Patterson was substituted
as relief pitcher In the 3rd liming
and he went one Inning, giving
up 2 runs. John Zasadnl went
to the mound for the rest of the

I
I

rsri

Danny Parr scores vs.

B--

W.

Scots split

gam.

second

BWs scores came In the
Inning while

.

Wooster

iMklakjM VfVA
I
It
coreu. uuvuipwui
uiuuibb. u
Scots Initial score came In the
X

Gorsuch singled
Denny
on. and was hit home

first Inning.

first score

came la the 2nd Inning. Senior
Denny Porr singled and was
knocked In by first basemanMark

54.

3-- 8,

Woostefs

AH of

Porr as he registered his

I

sec- - j

end RBI of the afternoon.

i

Girls beat Ashland, lose to Wesley an
it swept the series with the Scot-ti- es
last Saturday, 0.
8--

The weekend had begun nicely
for th Scottles with a 4- -1 win
over Ashland. The top thre
singles from Wooster had no
trouble pulling In their points.
Mary Randall won her match
0,
Carol Hahn took two
4;
Diana
straight sets 2,
Westcott won a quick first set
1,
and then came from behind
to win the second set 5.
6--

8--

6--

6--

7--

served up some
trouble for the Scottles. First
team Judy Donaldson and Janet
6.
The pair
Smelts lost 6,
struggled to put their normally
aggressive gamt plan Into action.
Doubles

.

1--

down
but they never got going. The year. Mary Randall went by
an
Kurx
Suzy
champ
to
state
most exciting match of the day
0- -6, -6
singles
All
three
score.
was won by Pat Vlttum and Joan
had a "love" first set,
Doecema. After losing the first playersHahn
then taking to games
Carol
set 6, mis pair was able to
2,
and Diana
come back and finally figure out to go to 6,
-6
an 6,
ending
with
Westcott
what to do. Ashland's doubles
score.
much
presented
combinations
more of a challenge than me
The doubles teams were able
ingles offerings. Both Scottles
doubles pairs faced slice shots, to stay In me running a little
Judy and Janet lost
spin shots, and had to chase longer.
-6, 6, and Joan and Pat came
some lobs, making It difficult
close to winning their match,
to stay with Coach Maria Sex6.
bowing
out 6,
game
driving
plan
of
shots
ton's
and nt control.
"This Is what we need," feels
Sexton. "Of course we could
Dr.
MW
knew they would . be
good I" says Coach Sexton of plan our scheduling and have an
undefeated season, but what good
the Wesleyaa crew. The Wesleyaa first single position Is Is that?" Certainly, such tough
opposition enabled toe Scottles
held by me 1973 state women's
Ingles champ, and OWU usually ' to learn and Improve. More of
has an excellent team anyway. the same Is to come! Wooster's
The scores may not show It, toughest match will be held here
Monday at 4:00 against Wittenbut rallies were long, and Wooberg, and the Scottles win have
ster Is said to have given Wesleyaa
the toughest time they're had all to play me best tennis of their
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Men's & Women's
Clothing

and
Furnishings

IncluNii: cotton denim flares with button front
or zipper stylos.
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lives In order to take that one.
Posting a 1 record, the
Scottles hare five matches still
van women hav
haad. Th
turned Into a real unit, and for J
an individual snort there Is un- - I
usually good team feeling.

.

Tornadoes have been prevalent
In Ohio In the past months, and
Ohio Wesleyans women's tennis
team was no less a whirlwind as

4

RESERVATIONS

Women's tennis
By Janet Smelts
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W.A.A. promotes women's s ports
sponsors varsity so
meeting,' two weeks later. Applications for positions on the
board are available on the bulletin board outside the W.A.A.
office.
The current board would like
to see a new board with a
broader representation of the
women on campus, submit nominations, and participate In the
elections.

ByPatVlttum

The Women's Athletic Association - the W.A.A. - promotes
athletic activities for the women
on this campus. Every woman
student Is automatically a member of the organization. A governing board, which consists of
officers and activity managers,
the various activities. The W.A.A. has an office
In the Armlngton Physical EduThe W.A.A. Is sponsoring sevcation Center, where Information Is centralized and readily eral activities Oils spring. Intramural Softball has begun, with
available.
12 teams. Any woman who wishes
to participate Is urged to eon-ta- ct
The W.A.A. board Is making
manager M arela Clever. A"
preparations to elect the officers Swim and Stay Fit program Is
for next year. The elections are being offered In conjunction with
open to any woman student. A the American Red
Cross. The
nominating com aittee will pre- program
Involves distance
sent a proposed slate of officers swimming - the participant
at an open meeting on Monday swims at least a quarter mile
evening. May 6. . Nominations (18 lengths) at a time, during any
will be accepted from the floor, open swim period. Progress Is
but the nominee must express recorded on a chart on the bullea willingness to hold the posi- tin board beside the W.A.A. oftion. The-- election of officers fice. More Information can be
will - be held at another open obtained from Nancv Luger.
co-ordin-

ates

wn

.
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THE BOOK NOOK

Scotties rout Ohio U.
in women's lacrosse action
Coach Chambers and the team
were extremely pleased with the
crowd turnout for the first home
game. This lucky crowd was
treated to some good lacrosse,
and a game marked by Its lack of
roughness and physical contact.
Wednesday the Scotties played
Kenyon, and this week's schedule finishes up tomorrow with
a home game against projected

The Scotties added another
notch to their sticks last Wednesday, as the women's lacrosse
team thoroughly trounced Ohio
University 1. Offensive control
of the game belonged to Wocs'.er,
and the Scotties are definitely
not the "timid" team which faced
Kenyon In the season debut.
7--

Scoring honors for the game
go to Betsy White and Marjo
Forbush. Betsy was .the only
player on either team to score
In the first half, and went on to
' score
four In .the second half.
Marjo Borbush, an accomplished
Midwest Conference player, fired
In two second half goals.
Woosters defense was superb
throughout the game, due mostly
"
to Its recent reorganization. The
rfof mm has rtAVAlnnAff Infrt iao1
unit, and plays according to
Coach Robin Chambers' dropback
zone
defense plan.
Liza uxena, Annie eaira, ana
Kathy Thomas effectively stopped OU drives on the Wooster
goal, and goalie Betsy Bruce
had an excellent gam?, thwarting many attacks herself. The.
Scotties never let up pressure.
man-to-m- an

One of the mon successful
Wooster plays was the
quick passing from Balrd to
Thomas to Becky Wise to Marjo
Forbush. "If we can just work
out our offense, we win be the
team to beat In Ohio!" claims
an enthusiastic coach.
gtve-and-- go

"

FICTION
NONFICTION
BIOGRAPHIES
CHILDREN'S
m

Girls

lacrosse

headline

tough opposition, Ohio Wesleyan

last week should have

University, at 10:30

read "Girls lacrosse team
takes opener 10-- 9 from
Kenyon."'
Apologies to
writer, coach and team.

Something extra this year has
been the use of the school's
videotape machine as a coaching
aid. Games and occasional practices have been taped,
and discussed
during team
"
meetings.

262-628-6

Books For

Special Needs
. m.

BOOKS

w mam i

SPECIAL:
Kentucky Derby
100 Years

Correction

--

'

201 E. LIBERTY

bush. The UJS. squad handily
took the game 14--2, but not before
Wooster ace Brenda Meese had
scored Midwest's first goal.

ajn.

All Books in Print
Availa&le
Special Orders Always
Welcome .

TRAVEL:
Getaway

.

-

"

Guides

Quick Delivery

then-repla- yed

Another plus for the team has
been the two weekend trips to
As Coach
Midwest clinics.
Chambers says, "The Scotties
have been very fortunate this year
to participate In the Valley Farm
weekend and the UJS.sq-jaclinic.
The clinic has enabled the first-ye- ar
players to get a good look
at lacrosse at Its best.'

1974 EUROPE TRAVEL PROGRAM
Sponsored by the Association of College Unions - Int. (Region VII)
"
FLIGHTS AVAILABLE:
TO MADRID, MALAGA, BARCELONA
ROUNDTRIP
From New York, Washington, or Montreal .
v . . . $249.00
i
From Detroit, Dayton, Cleveland or Columbus
$299.00
.
(Via New York or Washington)
YOUTH FARES TO MADRID AND MALAGA (SPAIN)
From DetroitWindsor via Montreal
$319.00
" From Montreal
........
$249.00
.
Please note that youth fares are valid only from Canada, and that the age limits
are 12 to 23 years. Tickets are valid for one year with open return dates.

- ...

;

d

,

-

...................

.......................................
................

The above flights are only available to members of the association, of which this
college is one.
Last
Saturday, the UjS.
Women's Lacrosse Squad was at
Ohio Wesleyan all day, holding
morning clinics and then playing
against the Midwest women's
lacrosse team In the afternoon.
Three Woosterltes competed for
Midwest:
Brenda Meese,
Mellnda Weaver, and Marjo For

.

-

7-- 1

By Janet Smeltz

CONSULTANTS)
INC.

A Play Day, offered In cofive games scheduled for their
rem in as you
operation with the men's IntraInaugural season.
.
mural program. Is tentatively
Carol Kreykenbohm reports j T ran at t antic STUDENT airj
scheduled for May H. Some of that Coach Kaiser Is excited with I fares are still available the activities win include rite the possibilities of women's
flying, relay races, and mtnl-go- lf. track. ' Carol has been working I '
from
Alpha Alexander, W.AA.s out with the men's team, and
!
ft
; TORONTO,
Athletic Activities Chairwoman, hopes to compete In a couple of
welcomes any suggestions.
meets. Most national and InterThe W.A.A. hopes to schedule national track meets alternate
Regular Charter Flightsjo,
WUma Rudolph as a feature
men's and women's events, and a
I
LONDON
speaker later In the spring. Ms. couple of Ohio schools are planRudolph is a
black ning to follow a slm'Jar format.
22 or 42 day s $299 round trip
runner who distinguished herself Carol hopes that more women
par1960
1956
Olympics.
and
in the
will become Interested In
until Aug.
She has held world records m ticipating In track and field. Any
.
From August -15th - $259
the 100 m and 200 ' m sprints. woman who Is Interested should
k
A volleyball officiating clinic
contact Carol Kreykenbohm or
2 months prior booking and
Is tentatively scheduled for May Coach Kaiser.
'
payment required
.
The W.A.A. hopes all the wo25. The clinic win be open to
anyone interested, and will be men on campus win consider'
conducted by Miss Ginny Hunt participating --in some or an of
Call FLAIR TRAVEL FOR j
of the Wooster Physical Eduthese activities. The key to the
cation Department and Miss Jo success of the organization Is
INFORMATION 2644505 ft
Rosenberg .of Ashland College.. participation. The WAA. Is sponsoring two
Intercollegiate activities this
spring - Softball and track. The ;
Softball team, coached by Ms.
Norma Boetel, practices at
Freedlander Park, The team has
well-kno-

.

i
FLAIR TRAVEL!

Travel brochures and booking forms are available at the STUDENT ACTIVITIES
OFFICE or STUDENT UNION OFFICE on the campus.

CHOICE DATES AVAILABLE FOR EARLY BOOKERS!
FIRST

COME

- -

FIRST SERVED.
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